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WHICH FILM?

There are four ILFORD black and white films three conventional films, with speeds ranging
from ISO 50/18° to 400127°, plus XPl, a dyeimage film with unique characteristics.
When used normally, all four films offer the best
possible combination of speed and image
quality. And processing in a suitable ILFORD
developer enables you to fine-tune the
characteristics of any of the three conventional
films to suit your individual requirements.
Choosing an appropriate developer and
processing time enables you to take account of
unusual subject or lighting conditions; to enhance
particular image qualities, such as fine grain; or
to boost film speed when light is low.
ILFORD XPl is quite different from the other three
films, and to a certain extent combines the virtues
of all three. It's processed in the standard C41
chemistry that is normally reserved for colour
negative films. As explained below and on the
next page, exposure is the key that unlocks the
extraordinary qualities of XPl - generous
exposure yields exceptionally sharp, fine-grain
pictures; but in dim conditions XPl can be
exposed at speeds of 800130° or faster; with
only small losses of image quality.

WHICH FILM?

ILFORD
PANF

PAN F offers the highest image quality of the
three conventional films. PAN F negatives are
exceptionally sharp, with excellent fine detail,
and a very long tonal scale. At normal print sizes
grain is virtually invisible, even when printing
from 35mm originals. For larger prints up to
mural sizes, PAN F is the logical choice:
processing in llford PERCEPTOL reduces grain
size still further and enhances sharpness, with a
small loss of film speed.
PAN F is one of the fastest fine-grain films
available, but nevertheless, with a speed of ISO
50/18° it's admittedly best suited to applications
where there's ample light. Use it out of doors in
good daylight, or in the controlled environment
of the studio. It's also an especially useful film for
copying purposes.
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WHICH FILM?

ILFORD
FP4

As an all-purpose film, FP4 is hard to beat. It has
very fine grain and good exposure latitude, and
holds fine detail well. Rated at ISO 125122°
when processed normally, FP4 is in the middle of
the film speed range, but developer choice
makes it possible to modify the film's
characteristics as the subject demands:
PERCEPTOL greatly reduces grain size; and if
light levels drop, development in MICROPHEN
boosts film speed to ISO 200124°. This versatility,
coupled with the outstanding image qualities of
FP4 make it the best choice for everyday use
both on location and in the studio.
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WHICH FILM?

ILFORD

HPS

When speed is at a premium, choose HP5. At its
nominal rating of ISO 400/27°, HP5 has very
fine grain, and good sharpness. Extended
development yields much faster speeds - up to
3200/36° - with good shadow detail, and
minimal loss of other image qualities. In medium
format HP5 has fine enough grain to be used as
a general purpose film, yet its high speed makes
possible smaller apertures for greater depth of
field, or shutter speeds fast enough to hand-hold,
even in quite dull light.
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WHICH FILM? ,

ILFORD
XP1400

ILFORD XPl is radically different from other
black and white films, using dye-image
technology to provide a unique combination of
qualities which make it suitable for almost any
day-to-day photographic application.
The nominal film speed is a useful 400/27°, and
at this rating, XPl produces prints that resemble
those shot on a conventional film with a speed of
ISO 100/21°. When lighting conditions permit,
though, the fine grain of XPl can be further
improved by rating the film two stops slower, with
no change in processing. Conversely, in dim light,
XPl performs well at a rating of 800/30°; there
is a slight increase in grain in shadow areas, but
even at this speed XPl still has finer grain than a
conventional film of comparable speed.
Regardless of how you choose to expose XPl,
the film is always processed for the standard time
in C41 chemicals; This means that you can take
XPl to a colour lab for processing and proof
printing alongside ordinary colour negatives.
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EXPOSURE

LOADING AND STORING FILM
Never load any ILFORD black and white films in
bright light; in sunlight, stand in the shade, or with
your back to the sun so that you cast a shadow
over the camera.
Keep unexposed film cool - never leave it in
warm places such as in a car in the sun, or on a
radiator or an electrical appliance that gets
warm, such as a TV. Keep the film in its original
packing until immediately before use.
Take extra care with XPl - for long-term storage,
keep the film in a refrigerator. There is no
advantage in freezing any llford black and white
film.

FILM SPEED
If you are using ILFORD black and white film for
the first time, set the film speed dial of your
camera or exposure meter to the film speed
printed on the pack. This setting produces the
optimum balance of image qualities with
average subject matter, when the film is
processed normally. Bear in mind, though, that
the .film speed is for your guidance only, and
after processing the film, your neg9tives may be
slightly too dense or too thin, and you may wish
to expose subsequent films at a different speed
rating.
This doesn't mean that the printed film speed is
wrong - it's simply a result of small variations in
working procedure: numerous factors affect the
density of a negative including metering method,
camera and lens flare, and darkroom practice.
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EXPOSURE

SPEED AND DEVELOPMENT
One of the most important factors affecting film
speed is developer choice. "Standard"
developers such as ILFOSOL and ID-11 produce
negatives of normal density with no loss or gain
in speed. However, certain developers such as
MICROPHEN increase the film speed, so in poor
lighting conditions, you can set a faster film
speed, and subsequently process the film in a
speed-increasing developer: Other developers,
such as PERCEPTOL, are formulated to produce
higher quality negatives with a sacrifice of film
speed. With these developers, you must give
extra exposure to compensate for the loss in film
sensitivity.
On page 29 you'll find a chart listing the
recommended speed for each combination of
ILFORD film and developer:

SUBJECT AND LIGHTING CONTRAST
If subject contrast is particularly high, it's wise to
overexpose the film by about a stop: for
example, when using HP5, set a film speed of 200
instead of 400. Then when processing, you can
safely cut the development time in order to
produce a negative of normal contrast, as
explained on page 30. Cutting development
reduces density, so giving a stop extra exposure
ensures that you don't lose shadow detail.
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EXPOSURE

EXPOSURE LATITUDE
All block and white films hove a considerable
margin for exposure error. For example, FP4
gives good results over a range of about four
stops. The leeway for overexposure, though, is
much greater than for underexposure: a
negative that hos been overexposed by three
stops would be acceptable, whereas a similar
amount of underexposure results in a total loss of
shadow detail.
Bear in mind also that high-contrast sub"lects
occupy more of the film's available tono scale,
leaving less margin for exposure error. On a dull
day when contrast is low, any film effectively hos
more exposure latitude than on a sunny day
when contrast is high.

COLOUR SENSmVITY
ILFORD block and white films are truly
panchromatic, so subjects of equal brightness ore
recorded as the some shade of grey on film,
regardless of their colour. This means that for
normal photography in daylight and with flash
you don't need to use a filter.
In pictures token by tungsten light,, blue and
green subjects may appear slightly too dork, and
red and yellow subjects too light. The imbalance
is small, but if necessary it con be corrected by
using a blue or green filter. In portraiture
correction may even be undesirable, since
filtration emphasizes skin imperfections.
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Low contrast

High contrast
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EXPOSURE

FILIRATION
In practice, you'll rarely need to use corrective
filtration, but filters are useful tools for controlling
and manipulating how coloured subjects appear
in the print. For example, recorded naturally
without filtration, blue sky appears pale grey in a
print. A yellow filter on the camera darkens the
sky, producing more tonal separation between
the sky and clouds, or the print borders. Orange
and red filters darken the sky still further:
If your camera has through-the-lens metering,
you won't usually need to compensate for the
light absorbed by the filter: However, the
sensitivity of the meter cells is not always identical
to that of film and the differences are especially
marked when using filters of deep colours. If you
are using unusually deep coloured filters, such as
the tricolour filters used in the printing industry,
don't take meter readings with the filter in place.
Instead, meter without the filter, then read the
data supplied with the filter to determine the
correct amount of extra exposure.

LONG AND SHORT EXPOSURE
Nominal film speeds are correct for shutter
speeds briefer than about %second, but with
longer exposures the sensitivity of film drops
below the nominal speed rating - a
phenomenon called reciprocity law failure. To
compensate, you should give more exposure
when your meter indicates a shutter speed of l
second or slower - the chart below shows
exactly how much.
Indicated time (sees)
Actual time
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EXPOSURE

EXPOSING XP1

XPl is so radically different from other black and
white films that many of the traditional exposure
rules do not apply. Although the film is nominally
rated at 400127°, it gives superb results at any
speed rating between 200124° and 800/30°.
Using a slower speed within this range simply
produces finer grain and a denser negative that
requires a longer printing exposure. If you are
prepared to accept a small fall-off in quality, XPl
produces acceptable results at speeds over an
even broader range: 50/18° to 1600/33°.
Throughout this entire speed range, no
compensation is needed at the processing stage,
so you can change film speeds in mid-roll without
compromising the quality of the pictures shot at
either of the two speeds. For example, you may
wish to exploit the fine-grain qualities of XPl for
a studio still life on the first dozen or so frames so you set the camera's film speed dial to
200124°. Later, you need faster shutter speeds to
stop sports action in dull weather - so you reset
the film speed to 800/30°. The negatives shot at
the slower speed will be denser and have less
noticeable grain at big enlargements, but you'll
be able to make prints of outstanding quality
from all negatives on the roll.
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PROCESSING
ILFORD

BLACK& WHllE

FILMS

Processing film is easy. If you've never done it
before, you'll find simple step-by-step instructions
on the pages that follow. If you are experienced
in film processing, and simply require technical
details, you can skip these directions and turn
straight to page 26, where you'll find the data
you need.

WHAT DO YOU NEED?
Because unprocessed film is sensitive to light, you
must develop it in a light-tight developing tank.
The tank lid has special vents so that you can
pour chemicals in and out without light getting to
the film. Inside the tank film is fed into a grooved
spiral which allows the chemicals to flow evenly
over every picture.
Besides the tank and spiral, you need a couple of
other special photographic items. The chemicals
you use have to be diluted to the right
concentration and poured in the developing tank
at the right temperature, so you'll also need
measuring cylinders and a thermometer. Get four
cylinders - one 150 ml size, and three 600 ml.
The thermometer should cover a temperature
range of about 15-45°(.
Most other essential things can be found around
the house - you'll need a clock or timer that
indicates seconds and minutes to time the
processing steps; a pair of scissors to cut the film;
a bottle opener to open the cassette; and a
couple of clothes pegs to hang the film up to dry.
Beakers and bottles are also useful for storing
chemicals, and for warming them up to the right
temperature. You should use separate containers
for each of the three principal chemicals to avoid
contamination.
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PROCESSING BLACK& WHRE FILMS

CHEMICALS

To_process conventional films, you need four
different solutions: developer makes the picture
on the film visible; stop both brings development
to a halt, and prepares the film for the fixer,
which makes the image permanent, and takes
away the film's sensitivity to light. After fixing the
film, you need to wash it in running water, and a
final rinse in diluted wetting agent makes sure
that the water drains evenly off the film when
you hang it up to dry.
For the beginner, ILFORD recommend these
chemicals: ILFOSOL S developer; IN-1 stop both;
HYPAM fixer; and ILFOTOL wetting agent. All
four ore readily available in liquid form, and in
convenient size bottles for occasional use. These
ore the chemicals featured in the processing
instructions that follow. Other ILFORD chemicals
ore described on page 26, and you may prefer
to choose a different developer or fixer, either
for reasons of economy, or to enhance one
particular aspect of film performance.
MICROPHEN developer, for example, boosts film
speed, and ILFOFIX fixer is cheaper than HYPAM,
but is slightly less convenient to use.
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PROCESSING BLACK& WHnE FILMS

PROCESSING
SEQUENCE

1

5

6

l All the items you need to process your first block
and white film can be supplied by your local
specialised photographic dealer.

4 Find the proiecting lugs which mark the film entry
point on the spiral and line these up pointing

~h~~~~i ~~~:~~ ~~~ ~~ IJ~~.T~~~ ~~li ~foot of film

1

2 First prepare the film to be loaded on to the
spiral; if it has been wound completely into the
cassette use o film retriever to extract the
shaped film leader.

out of the cassette. Rotating the sides of tne reel
bock and forth will wind the film on to the spirol.
When the end of the film is reached, cut ow~
:~~k~~d~:r~~~ f~~l/1 put the spiral into e

This must, of course, be done in total darkness.

5 Prepare your chemicals. A good developer to
use is ILFOSOL S. The dilution needed is l +9, so
pour 270ml of wate r into a 600ml size cylinder
and then odd 30ml of developer. Stir the
solution and measure its temperature.

8

~~ts~~~C,:i~~J·r~~o~~n~~v:~~~j~~~ ~Fte woy.

3 Pull the leader beyond the lips of the cassette
and carefully cut off the leader: try to cut
between sprocket ~ holes.

~~~ ~~~: ~i~t~r1~\h I~~2fi90~1 f~{~ha~er
oi
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and for the fixer 60ml of H~PAM plus 240ml
water: Stand the 3 containers in a water both so
the working temperature of 20°( is reached.

7

11

6 Start the development by pourine the developer
solution into the lank. Start your hmer when you

10 Add one drop of ILFOTOL wetting agent to the

~~Hi~ ;~;l~f .·~:fi1 ~ ~~~ ~J~h~ ~~~~t~~d h~~g

0

f~~khJp~id~n9~:~t~~i~:~i~9m~~~t~~~r~~~~~~t

7

the development to agitate the developer. FP4
needs 4 minutes in ILFOSOL S. Therefore 15
seconds before the 4 minute mark is reached,
start to pour the developer out of the tank.

1

1

the film from a plastic clip or peg.

11 To remove excess water, carefully squeeze

tongs down the length of the film. Attach a
weighted peg or clip to the end of the film and
leave it to dry in o still, dust-free atmosphere.

5
~~~~fo !~~0~~~ ~~~~7t ~~tka~dda°!J'~:·f~~~r 12 :~=~hd;~ f~~it~eg~h~~!~"~:adrif~~ ~~~fn~~d

Agitate the tank as you did for the developer

and pour out the fixer into o storage bottle. The
fixation time is 2 minutes.
~
8

~.~~~~2Q:J:~~~~l~~~~t~bi'negrt~T~~~ tlifs d~wn the

1

centre of the spiral to the bottom of the tank for
about 10 minutes. Alternatively, give the film 10 oneminute rinses constantly agitating the tank.
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PROCESSING BLACK& WHITE FILMS

DEVELOPER
CHOICE

ID-11
Economical
0
Easy mixing liguid
One-shot use
0
Replenishable
Push processing
0
High definition
0
Fine Grain
•
Q Suitable • Recommended

•

ILFOTEC LC29

••
•
0

ILFORD ID·l1
This general purpose developer gives fine-grain
negatives with no loss of film speed, and can be
used successfully with all three conventional films.

ILFORD ILFOTEC LC29
Flexibility and economy are the key advantages
of this high-dilution liquid concentrate developer.
ILFOTEC LC29 can be used as a one-shot
developer at any one of three different dilutions,
and can also be reused in the course of a
processing session. As a result, you can process
up to 48 rolls of 36-exposure 35mm film using
just 250ml of developer concentrate.
ILFOTEC LC29 was specially formulated for
modern black and white films, and yields fine-grain
negatives with good sharpness characteristics.

ILFORD ILFOSOL-S
This phenidone-hydroquinone developer is
supplied as a liquid concentrate, and is specially
formulated for one-shot' processing, so it's ideal
for the occasional user, or the photographer in a
hurry. ILFOSOL-S produces fine grain and
smooth tones with no loss of film speed, and is
suitab:e for all three conventional films - HP5,
FP4 and Pan F.
26

ILFOSOLS

MICROPHEN

0

0

••
0

0

••

PERCEPTOL

••
••

ILFORD MICROPHEN
MICROPHEN enhances film speed, with only
moderate sacrifice of other film characteristics:
grain remains unobtrusive at normal
development times. MICROPHEN is the obvious
developer when uprating HP5, but it also
provides a very useful speed increase with FP4.
Figures for film speed and development time are
listed in the chart on page 29.
ILFORD PERCEPTOL
ILFORD films produce fine-grain results even in
general-purpose developers, but when image
quality is a priority, processing in PERCEPTOL
reduces grain still further. Diluting PERCEPTOL
l + l or l +3 for one-shot use yields even higher
sharpness. When it is necessary to make giant
enlargements from small negatives, PERCEPTOL
and PAN-F make a natural combination, but the
developer can also be successfully used with FP4.

Film processed in PERCEPTOL needs more
generous exposure - there is a speed loss of
about one stop.
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PROCESSING BLACK& WHnE FILMS

MIXING AND STORAGE
With the exception of ILFOSOL-S and ILFOTEC
LC29, developers are supplied in the form of
powders which you mix with a measured
quantity of warmed tap water to produce a
stock solution'. This is then used repeatedly for
processing film; to compensate for the
progressive exhaustion of the chemicals in the
stock solution, development time is increased with
each film processed. Occasional users may
prefer to dilute the stock solution further for oneshot' use, as explained below.
If possible, working-strength solution should be
stored in full, air-tight bottles, in a cool place.
Stored like this, working solutions and
replenishers normally last six months. Half-full
bottles should be used within a month.
A full bottle of ILFOSOL-S concentrate will last a
year if kept cool, and ILFOTEC LC29 remains in
good condition for up to 18 months, even when
the bottle is half empty.

BASIC DEVELOPMENT TIMES
This chart lists the basic development times for all
combinations of film and developer at 20°(,
together with the recommended film speed for
each combination. These figures are simply
starting points which you will probably wish to
modify to suit your individual exposure and
processing techniques, until you get negatives of
the density you want, and that print easily on a
standard grade 2 paper.
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Developer and·
dilution
PERCEPTOL

Development time 20°( (mins)
Film Speed

stock
solution
1+ 1
1+3

ILFOSOLS

1+9

ILFOTEC LC29

1+9
1+ 19
1+29

ID-11

stock
solution
1+ 1
1+3

MICROPHEN

stock
solution
1+ 1
1+3

Push processing
ofHP5

PANF
11
25/15°
12.5
32/16°
17
32/16°
3.5
50/18°
n/a

FP4
10
64/19°
11
100/21°
15
100/21°
4
125/22°
3
125/22°
3.5
5.5
50/18° 125/22°
9
5
50/18° 125/22°
6
6.5
50/18° 125/22°
8.5
9
50/18° 125/22°
12.5
15
50118° 125/22°
7
7.5
100121° 320/26°
5.5
8
100/21° 320/26°
11
8.5
100/21° 320/26°

HP5
11
200/24°
11
200/24°
21
200/24°
7
400/27°
4
400127°
6
400/27°
12
400/27°
7.5
400127°
12
400/27°
21
400/27°
6
500/28°
11
500/28°
22
500/28°

Microphen stock solution
11
16
8.5
800/30° 1600/33°3200/36°
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...

ONE·SHOT DEVELOPMENT
A working solution of any llford developer can
be further diluted, used once only, then
discarded. If you don't process film regularly, this
can be the quickest, cheapest, and most
convenient way of using developer. There's a
quality advantage, too. Dilute development
increases acutance or edge sharpness, which
improves fine detail, and is especially well-suited
to subjects with a very long tonal range.

SUBJECT CONTRAST
Processed normally, negatives of high-contrast
subjects are too hard to print on normal paper,
so it's wise to cut development by about 15-20%
when the tonal range of the subject is
particularly bro?d. ~ive a ~ stop e~1rn camera
exposure to maintain negative density.
Similarly, low contrast subjects need extra
development, but there is no need to make any
adjustment to camera exposure.

ENLARGER TYPE
Condenser enlargers require softer negatives ·
than diffusion enlargers. Most older enlargers,
and those designed specifically for printing black
and white are of the condenser type, whereas
many colour enlargers use diffusion light sources.
The development times in the chart are for
condenser enlargers; for diffusion enlargers,
start with a development time some 25% longer.
PUSH PROCESSING
Any developer is capable of producing greater
highlight density on the negative when
development time is prolonged, thus giving the
impression of increased film speed. However,
with general purpose developers, pushing
development in this way does not produce the
same increase in shadow density.
30
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MICROPHEN developer, though, is specially
formulated to give a true speed increase, with
increased density in both shadow and highlight
areas. So when you need extra film speed, it is
better to process film in MICROPHEN, with
prolonged development if necessary, rather than
pushing film in other developers. The ideal
combination is HPS and MICROPHEN: use them
together, and you can expose at speeds as high
as 3200/36°. The chart on page 29 shows
development times and the corresponding film
speeds for this combination.
FIXER AND HARDENER
HYPAM non-hardening fixer, which is supplied as
a liquid concentrate, fixes films in 2 minutes.
ILFOFIX is a more economic alternative to
HYPAM, but it must be mixed from a powder, and
fixing time is considerably longer at 10 minutes.
ILFOFIX is a hardening fixer, so film should be
thoroughly washed after processing.
WASHING AND DRYING
If film has been fixed in a hardening fixer, it
should be washed in running water at 20°C for
15-20 minutes. However, if you have used a nonhardening fixer, you can wash film much more
quickly using the following procedure. This
method is particularly useful if you have difficulty
maintaining the temperature of tap water.
Fill the tank with water at the processing
temperature, and invert five times.
2 Drain and refill. Invert ten times.
3 Drain and refill. Invert twenty times.
After washing using either of these two methods,
rinse film in a bath of water with the addition of
ILFOTOL wetting agent, then hang up to dry in a
dust-free atmosphere.
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PROCESSING
XP1

ILFORD XPl is processed in the standard C4 l
chemistry that is normally used for colour
negative films. Processing times are the same as
for colour negative film, regardless of the speed
at which you expose XPl.

HOME PROCESSING
You can develop XPl yourself using ILFORD's XPl
kit, or any C4 l -compatible kit packed for the
hobbyist. When mixed, the ILFORD kit produces
chemistry for a two-bath process - developer
and bleach-fix. The developer stock solution is
mixed from three liquid concentrates, and then
diluted to working strength just prior to
processing. Bleach-fix is not mixed to a stock
solution - you mix and dilute straight from the
concentrates immediately before use. Directions
are enclosed with the processing kit.
The standard processing temperature for XPl is
38°C - almost double the standard temperature
for regular black and white film. To maintain this
temperature, you'll need to keep beakers and
bottles of solutions, and the tank itself, in a water
bath at about 40°C. A plastic washing up bowl
makes a fine water bath.

PREPARING SOLUTIONS
Carry out steps 1-6 from the directions on pages
24-25, and place the loaded tank in the water
bath while you mix solutions.
The developer is diluted with water 1+3, and the
water you use should be at about 50-55°(, so
that when the stock solution is added, the .
temperature drops to around 40°C. Once you've
mixed the developer; put it in the water bath to
stabilize the temperature.
Now mix the bleach-fix. This is made from l part
concentrate A, l part concentrate B, and 3 parts
water: As before, use water at 55°C, and bring to
temperature in the water bath.
32
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PROCESSING PROCEDURE
The three-step develop-stop-fix procedure used
with conventional films is replaced by just two
steps with XPl. At 38°C the two steps - develop
and bleach-fix - take five minutes each. You can,
however, process XPl at other temperatures by
varying the time; details are supplied with the kit.
There is no intermediate stop bath or rinse
between develop and bleach-fix, and the two
spent solutions are not re-used: they should be
flushed away with lots of water.
After the bleach-fix bath, wash the film for 3
minutes at 35-40°(, and you can then rinse and
dry it as shown in steps 14-18 on pages 24
and 25.

CHEMICAL STORAGE
In a cool place in full, tightly stoppered bottles,

XPl concentrates last for 18 months; bleach-fix
concentrates last l 0 months in half-full bottles.
Developer stock solution keeps for 3 months in a
full bottle, or 6-8 weeks when the bottle is half
full.

COMMERCIAL PROCESSING
Any lab that processes colour negatives can
process XPl alongside their other films, and this
makes possible a very convenient way of
developing and proof-printing XPl negatives.
Many mini-labs run a one-hour colour enprint
service, and most labs will process and print XPl
in the same way. The proof prints you get back
from the lab will be on colour paper and may
not be exactly neutral grey in colour - they may
be slightly warm or cool in tone. Nevertheless,
they will certainly be graded to the correct
density, and give a good impression of what the
final prints yvill look like.
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